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                        Several hundreds of ambitioned charity cyclists will follow the call of the Global Biking Initiative and pedal from Milan over the Alps to Munich.


The mixture of different languages, nationalities and cultures creates the unique GBI spirit.

Are you ready for this challenge? We cycle for charity!

June 30th - July 6th, 2019




                                                
                            Check out our tour pics 
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    General information

  


  

          




  
      This unique cycling tour with up to 400 participants from all over the world will lead us from Milan in northern Italy across the Alps to the bavarian capital Munich. We offer a broad range of services to provide you a very special experience. Even not well trained cyclists could manage to ride the daily distances. And if you really need to finish a stage earlier, our pickup service will bring you and your bike to the daily destination.

The mixture of different languages, nationalities and cultures creates the special GBI spirit. And even GBI rookies will perceive this spirit not later than the second day.

Are you ready for this challenge? We cycle for charity!
  
  
  







      Tour overview

  
      This years' GBI Europe Tour will start in the fashion city of Milan. From here we cross the Po Valley and head towards the southern coast of Lake Garda and to Verona. We follow the perfectly maintained cycling path Via Claudia Augusta along the river Adige to Bozen and further through the Eisack valley to the Brenner Pass, the lowest mountain pass in the eastern Alps. From here we can relax on a long descent to Innsbruck and will be led by the river Inn to Bavaria and finally to Munich.

The traditional welcome party with handover of the donation cheque and announcement of the GBI Europe Tour 2020 will be traditionally the highlights of the closing event in Munich.
  
  
  







      Highlights

  
      	Explore the famous fashion city Milan
	Visit the Verona Arena and the house of Romeo & Juliet
	Pedal on perfectly maintained cycling paths along river Adige
	Discover Europes fruit garden in South Tyrol
	Climb the Brenner pass on two wheels
	Discover Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol
	Get enchanted by bavarian hospitality
	Enjoy original Weisswurst and a Brezel in a beergarden in Munich

  
  
  





            
                                    
                    
                                            
                    

                
                
                    Here you'll find a summary of this tour.
                


                                
                    Tour summary (PDF) 

                

                
            











      More information needed?

  
      There might some things missing on our event page or you have some specific questions?
Feel free to contact us.
  
  
  





    


    
        Michael Cremer

        Participant care

        
            Send a mail
                    

        

    









    


  


  




  





  
  



  
    Charity

  


  

          




  
      As the GBI is a charity ride, you have to register for a GBI country (typically your home country) and raise funds in addition to the participation fee for the local supported charity in this country. The minimum amount depends on your country and its Gross Domestic Product per capita (GDP):
  
  
  


    

    





    
        150 €

        Minimum

         Colombia
 Czech Republic
 Egypt
 Ghana
 Greece
 Hungary
 India
 Jordan
 Kuwait
 Malta


    







    
        150 €

        Minimum

         Morocco
 Mozambique
 Poland
 Portugal
 Romania
 Rwanda
 South Africa
 South Korea
 Spain
 Turkey


    







    
        200 €

        Minimum

         France
 Germany
 Ireland
 Italy
 Netherlands
 United Kingdom


    







    
        250 €

        Minimum

         Bahrain
 Canada
  Luxembourg
  Norway
 Oman
  Qatar
 Saudi-Arabia
  Switzerland
 United Arab Emirates
 United States of America


    





    

    






            
                                    
                    
                                            
                    

                
                
                    No clue how to raise funds?
Uncertain how and who to ask for donations?
Check out our tipps for your fund raising activities!
                


                                
                    More information 

                

                
            







    


  


  




  





  
  



  
    Tour description

  


  

          




  
      Currently we are working hard to design the most suitable route for you. As soon as we have confirmed locations, we will update this page immediately. 
The final tracks and the GPS files will be available by beginning of June.

 
  
  
  


    

    








      Itinerary

  
      Day 1: Milan (IT) - Montichiari (IT)
The welcome ceremony and a short tour briefing traditionally opens a GBI Europe tour. After that the participants start the tour within their teams. The first day is ideal for warming up. After we left the metropolian area of Milan to the east, we will cycle on flat ground through the Po Valley. To the left we can see the Italian Alps in the distance, but track 1 will not touch them. Our destination Montichiari is located about 10 km southwest of Lake Garda. 
Track 2 will leave the regular track to the north and visit the city of Breschia. A hilly, but beautiful detour to the surrounding Brescian mountains will be the highlight of the day.

Day 2: Montichiari (IT) - Cavaion Veronese (IT)
Today a short cycling day along Lake Garda is on our tour schedule. Shortly after starting the day we will reach the southern coast at Desenzano, a marvellous lake town. After a short detour to the inland we again reah the lake at Pesciera del Garda, another pearl at the lake shore. With its fortification and old town it is a superb spot for a longer break. After leaving Peschiera we will cycle between the lake and the Adige valley northwards. As our destination Cavaion Veronese is located on a hill, we have to climb for the last couple of kilometers.
Track 2 will leave Peschiera to the east and head towards Verona. Cruising through Verona (it's recommended to walk the bike in the inner city!) allows you to see some of the sightseeing monuments like the Arena di Verona or Casa di Guilia. We will follow the river Adige to Cavaion Veronese.

Day 3: Cavaion Veronese (IT) - Trento (IT)
From our elevated camp location we first have to cycle down to the Adige Valley and the Via Claudia Augusta cycling path. It is recommended to use this cycling path and NOT the streets! The mountains on our sides rise constantly the more we head to the north. We will cycle the whole day with a slight, but steady incline. In Trento we will leave the Adige north of the city and arrive at our destination in Gardolo very soon.
Track 2 is heading for the first real mountain experience of the tour. Some kilometer after leaving the camp we have to climb up the mountain range of Monte Baldo, appr. 1400 height meters. We will cycle through a beautiful mountain scenery with another tough, but short climb before descending to the Adige valley and joining the regular track to Trento.

Day 4: Trento (IT) - Brixen (IT)
The first part of the day to the nutrition stop in Bozen will show us the beauty of the Adige valley. We cycle on the cycling path, almost the river besides us. After the nutrition stop the city of Bozen/Bolzano may be a good option for a luch break. Now we turn into the valley of the river Eisack/Isarco, that cuts deep into the Dolomite mountains. The ascent is now increasing noticeably and the route is curvy, but you will have some impressive views meanwhile. Please keep on the marked cycling path and not enter the major streets instead! 
Track 2 detours from the regular track some kilometer behind Bozen. Please switch on your lights when entering the tunnels on that route! We will discover the Seiser Alm/Alpe di Siusi area with many challenging climbs and great views. After conquering the Passo Pinei (1437 m) we will descent to Val Gardena and later on to the Eisack valley to join again the regular track for the last couple of kilometers to Brixen.

Day 5: Brixen (IT) - Innsbruck (AT)
This is the queen's stage of the tour for Track 1. We will immediately start to climb the mountains after leaving the camp, approx. 800 m of climb must be conquered to the Brenner pass. We have to cycle on busy roads for the first 10 km, afterward we will switch to the Eisack cycle path. In Sterzing there is a last chance to refresh yourself before you tackle the last part of the climb. After the nutrition point at the Brenner there is a very long descent down to the Inn valley and to our destination in Innsbruck. Be careful of some very difficult and steep parts of the descent, especially on the last part of the day from km 80 to Innsbruck!! 
Before reaching the Inn valley, track 2 loops to the east along the mountains and high above the Inn valley.

Day 6: Innsbruck (AT) - Bad Aibling (D)
Today there is no dedicated track 2, all cyclists will follow the same route downstream the river Inn. Although we will descent in general, there are some smaller hills inbetween and it is a very long day with about 130 km. To our left and right the Alps rise high while we cycle most of the time on the Inn cycling path, always close to the river. The city of  Kufstein might be a good spot for a lunch break. Later on we cross the German border and have to climb one challenging hill before returning to the valley and head to our destination in Bad Aibling.

Day 7: Bad Aibling (D) - Munich (D)
The last day will be quite relaxing compared to the the previous days. There are only a two noticeable hills on our way. We will cycle through the beautiful bavarian countryside east of Munich. There is always an opportunity for a photo stopp or a typical bavarian Brotzeit (snack) in one of the lovely beergardens along the route. The village of Markt Schwaben might be indeed a good coffee or lunch break option, as it is very close to the start of the group cycling in Finsing.
Track 2 will start the day by cruising towards the river Inn again and later heading eastwarts to Markt Schwaben.
The final group cycling for the last couple of kilometers is always a highlight of the last stage. North of Munich in Hallbergmoos we will celebrate a week of challenges and fun, new friends and exciting memories at the traditional closing event. Now the time is coming to say farewell to your team mates and to go back home with a smile.
  
  
  


    

    







    
    
        Track 1 Overview (Draft)
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        Track 2 Overview (Draft)
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      Stage overview

  
  	Day	Route	Track	Distance	Climb
	Day 1 - June 30th	Milan (IT) - Montichiari (IT)	1

2	105 km

144 km	420 m

1050 m
	Day 2 - July 1st	Montichiari (IT) - Cavaion Veronese (IT)	1

2	56 km

99 km	490 m

900 m
	Day 3 - July 2nd	Cavaion Veronese (IT) - Trento (IT)	1

2	88 km

106 km	610 m

2130 m
	Day 4 - July 3rd	Trento (IT) - Brixen (IT)	1

2	104 km

141 km	1230 m

2770 m
	Day 5 - July 4th	Brixen (IT) - Innsbruck (AT)	1

2	94 km

114 km	1640 m

2130 m
	Day 6 - July 5th	Innsbruck (AT) - Bad Aibling (D)	1 & 2	130 km	840 m
	Day 7 - July 6th	Bad Aibling (D) - Munich (D)	1

2	71 km

96 km	630 m

880 m
	Total	Milan (IT) - Munich (D)	1

2	approx. 658 km

approx. 830 km	approx. 5860 m

approx. 10700 m










  
      The tracks of the different stages differ in general regarding their length and the climb as well as the surface.
A detailed description can be found here:
  
  
  







      Track 1

  
      Recommended for all kinds of bikes including road bikes. Only paved roads on the track. Shorter and less challenging than track 2.
  
  
  







      Track 2

  
      Recommended in particular for road bikes, the distance is longer and more climb than on track 1.
  
  
  



    


  


  




  





  
  



  
    Venues

  


  

          

        
            Day 1 - Tour start

            
                
                Milan                                                    

                    
                        
                        Holiday Inn Linate, Via Bruno Buozzi, 2, 20068 Peschiera Borromeo MI, Italy
                    

                            

            
                    Attention: Change of tour start location!

The tour start will happen at the hotel parking of Holiday Inn Linate in eastern Milan.


            


            
                        


        

    








        
            Day 1

            
                
                Montichiari                                

                
                Montichiari
                                                    

                    
                        
                        PalaGeorge, Via Giovanni Falcone 24, 25018 Montichiari BS, Italy
                    

                            

            
                    In Montichiari we will stay in the spacious sports arena PalaGeorge. The GBI Camp is located outside the sport hall. Very close to the camp there is the only italian velodrom, the Velodromo Fassa Bortolo.
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            Day 2

            
                
                Cavaion Veronese                                

                
                Cavaion Veronese
                                                    

                    
                        
                        PALAZZETTO COMUNALE, Viale Rimembranza, 37010 Cavaion Veronese VR, Italy
                    

                            

            
                    The small village of Cavaion Veronese, located between Lake Garda and the Adige valley and with a splendid view of the mountains, is welcoming us that night. We will stay in a cozy sports hall and the neighboured Boccia hall.
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            Day 3

            
                
                Trento                                

                
                Asis Trento
                                                    

                    
                        
                        Centro Sportivo Trento Nord, via 4 Novembre 23/4, Trento-Gardolo, Italy
                    

                            

            
                    Accommodation in a spacious sports hall, where we have slept already in 2015. Close to the hall there is a public swimming pool.
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            Day 4

            
                
                Brixen                                

                
                Sportzone Süd
                                                    

                    
                        
                        Brixen Sportzone Süd, Fischzuchtweg 21, 39042 Brixen, Italy
                    

                            

            
                    We will stay on a sports ground with a sports hall.
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            Day 5

            
                
                Innsbruck                                

                
                Olympia hall
                                                    

                    
                        
                        Olympia World Innsbruck, Olympiastraße 10, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
                    

                            

            
                    We will stay in the Olympia Hall in Innsbruck, a modern multi-functional event hall within the OlympiaWorld Innsbruck.
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            Day 6

            
                
                Bad Aibling                                

                
                Bad Aibling Station
                                                    

                    
                        
                        Fliegerhalle Bad Aibling, Otto-Wels-Straße, 83043 Bad Aibling, Germany
                    

                            

            
                    The 'Fliegerhalle' on the former US Forces area in Bad Aibling is hosting us for the last night of the tour.
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            Day 7 - Tour finish

            
                
                Hallbergmoos (near Munich)                                

                
                Sportpark Hallbergmoos
                                                    

                    
                        
                        Sport- und Freizeitpark Hallbergmoos, Am Söldnermoos 61, 85399 Hallbergmoos, Germany
                    

                            

            
                    The tour finish is located at the Sports and Recreational Area of Hallbergmoos, in the north of Munich and very close to Munich International Airport.
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    Teams

  


  

          



    
    
        


        
 Each GBI participant cycles in a team, guided by an experienced teamleader. Teamsize is limited to ten riders maximum because of legal requirements.

 You can choose a team, which fits best to your experience, your objectives and your preferred track.




    





    

    





    Find your team

            

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Vodafone Giga Power


            
                 Oliver Harzen

                 Teamnumber 1

            

            
                 2

                 24 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English, Test



We are cycling with the power of Vodafone in an international team. Our main focus is to have fun, cycle through beautiful landscapes with an appropriate speed, that is fine for everyone and to discover group dynamics.



Please note: THIS TEAM CAN ONLY BE JOINED FROM VODAFONE EMPLOYEES BY INVITATION.

PLEASE CONTACT OLIVER.HARZEN@VODAFONE.COM AHEAD OF YOUR REGISTRATION.            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Vodafone Giga Fun


            
                 Alexander Schade

                 Teamnumber 2

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



We are cycling with the power of Vodafone in an international team. Our main focus is to have fun, cycle through beautiful landscapes with an appropriate speed, that is fine for everyone and to discover group dynamics.



Please note: THIS TEAM CAN ONLY BE JOINED FROM VODAFONE GERMANY EMPLOYEES BY INVITATION.

PLEASE CONTACT OLIVER.HARZEN@VODAFONE.COM AHEAD OF YOUR REGISTRATION.            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Heavy on Wire


            
                 Ulrich Böhm

                 Teamnumber 3

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English, Swiss



"I’m joinig the GBI for the 12th time. The main thing is to have fun together. Cycling, talking, cycling, see something, cycling, meeting the friends from the last years, cycling. This sounds like a successful day!! Average speed is planned around 22km/h. After 2/3 of the daily stage we will have a lunch break for 45 – 60 minutes. We will stay together for the whole day, we leave no man behind. But when we drive steep mountain roads, we'll gather at the top. We always take care of each other. We will cycle on track 1 therefore race bikes are preferred. 



Open Team            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Fun-Bikers


            
                 Csongor Garami

                 Teamnumber 4

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, French, Spanish, Hungarian



This will be my 6th GBI. Sport is my life - I am an ultramarathon runner, also loving long distance biking and spinning. GBI for me is charity and discovery of new countries, cultures, food and drinks… So my team will aim to enjoy the tour - making the best out of the biking side, but also allocating time to visit the nicest sites and to get to know each other while enjoying the best local restaurants or cafeterias. We are fully open to diversity, so please feel free to join us and to start the event with a joint dinner the evening preceding the start.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Espressobar


            
                 Gerd Angress

                 Teamnumber 5

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



"I’m from Germany and it is my 5th tour. Our team will normally take Track 1. Currently the routes are unknown. So we will decide in the evening if we sometimes take Track 2 at the follow day.

The average speed on flat track is planned with 24 km/h. When we drive the steep mountain roads, we gather at the top. As team we take care that we arrive together. During the ride we plan our short stops for coffee together. After 2/3 of the daily stage we will have a lunch break for 45 – 60 minutes.

To have enough time during the day we start our tour after the breakfast at 8 o'clock latest. At the end of the day we will look back together on a beautiful day.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM TRANSYLVANIAN WOLVES


            
                 Marius Coman

                 Teamnumber 6

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Romanian



Another year, another route, new experiences.We will have small breaks avery 20-30Km and one lunch break.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Gemütlich 30


            
                 Markus Zindler

                 Teamnumber 7

            

            
                 2

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, German



We like to work together as a team. Our pleasure is the ride. A Long lunch break and a few short stops, but not a sightseeing group. We may not average 28km/h the entire day, but you should be able to hold this as a constant.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Fast on Track


            
                 Thomas Kuepper

                 Teamnumber 8

            

            
                 1

                 20 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



I am from Germany. I am 50 years old. We will have breaks when it is needed, around every 30km 10min ,after 60% of the day a long one.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM IOT


            
                 Torsten Kraff

                 Teamnumber 9

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



Team IOT will be rolling again for charity in 2019 and flattening the Alps! We are a bunch of people interested in IOT by our professional background and/or crazy about cycling and having a great time together. We did the 2017 tour from London to Neuss and now it is time to gain some altitude. We are a semi-open team, which means that we want to reserve seats for existing friends but we also welcome new joiners. Please check before booking with torsten.kraff@web.de if free seats are available.

We will decide day by day whether we will go Track 1 (short) or Track 2 (long) and we will adapt our speed to how we feel. Usually we want to go quick (+20-25 km/h average) and enjoy longer breaks in between. We bring along mixed gear from race bikes to road-tuned mountain bikes. Team language is Germish. 





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Olympia


            
                 davide Vettore

                 Teamnumber 10

            

            
                 2

                 26 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Italian



Hello ! I'm here for the tenth time but every time it's exciting as if it were the first tour. I have never considered this event as a race but as a journey to do together, so no one will be left alone. I like to have harmony and joy in the team, the decisions are taken together and with this philosophy we have always had fun. If you like it, you're welcome.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM mVISE Road


            
                 Stefan Kreiling

                 Teamnumber 11

            

            
                 1 

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



We are a mix between short & long track cyclists with an average speed of 25 km/h but also tend to be faster in intervalls. But don't be afraid: we are not leaving you behind but ask you to be honest with yourself.











            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM mVISE Trecking


            
                  

                 Teamnumber 12

            

            
                 1

                 19 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



CANCELLED



We are short track cyclists with an average of 19 km/h.Team will stay together and we will have short breaks after every 1-2 hours.



            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM LTE (Long Tour Enterprise)


            
                 Hergen von Waaden

                 Teamnumber 13

            

            
                 2

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



It's my 10th GBI since 2010. We want to have 3 considerable breaks during the day, breaktime as long as we need. We start together, have breaks together, drink beer and arrive together!





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Addmore


            
                 Kay Helten

                 Teamnumber 14

            

            
                 1

                 20 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



Hello everybody. Become a member of the addmore team! We are going to start at 9am in the morning each day. Every 20-25 kilometers we will stopp for a 5 to 10 minutes break for talking, singing and dancing ;-) The lunch break will be about 45-60 minutes. During the ride no one will be left behind. We will cycle between 16-18 km/h depending on the wind. I speak german, some english and can say "hello" on chinese. See you.



Please note: THIS TEAM CAN ONLY BE JOINED BY INVITATION. PLEASE GET IN CONTACT WITH THE TEAMLEADER TO GET A REGISTRATION CODE. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE TEAMLEADER, PLEASE CONTACT support@gbi-event.org             
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Addmore 2


            
                 Dirk Josten

                 Teamnumber 15

            

            
                 1

                 20 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



Hello everybody. Become a member of the addmore team! We are going to start at 9am in the morning each day. Every 20-25 kilometers we will stopp for a 5 to 10 minutes break for talking, singing and dancing ;-) The lunch break will be about 45-60 minutes. During the ride no one will be left behind. We will cycle between 16-18 km/h depending on the wind. I speak german, some english and can say "hello" on chinese. See you.



Please note: THIS TEAM CAN ONLY BE JOINED BY INVITATION. PLEASE GET IN CONTACT WITH THE TEAMLEADER TO GET A REGISTRATION CODE. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE TEAMLEADER, PLEASE CONTACT support@gbi-event.org             
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM EuroAfricans


            
                 Laszlo Nagy

                 Teamnumber 16

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: English, Hungarian



We will cycle 19,87 km/h ;-) in average, but we will be ready for having brakes (for taking photos, having lunch, cake and cappucinos…etc). So we will cycle for charity and having fun! See you soon in Milan! 



PLEASE GET IN CONTACT WITH THE TEAMLEADER IF YOU'RE INTERESED IN JOINING THIS TEAM.

IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE TEAM LEADER, PLEASE CONTACT support@gbi-event.org



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM SEVEN PRINCIPLES 


            
                 Thomas Gilberg

                 Teamnumber 17

            

            
                 2

                 27 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



We are the SEVEN PRINCIPLES road bike team, comprising of 7P employees, but of course also open to other interested guest riders. Our objective is to ride the track 2 routes quickly, but there is always room for a short espresso break  ;-)





CLOSED TEAM





            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Basst scho


            
                 Karlheinz Schendera

                 Teamnumber 18

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English



To join the team plaese contact the teamleader.

If you don't know the teamleader please contact suppport@gbi-event.org



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Sofa Racing Team


            
                 BERNHARD WANNER

                 Teamnumber 19

            

            
                 1

                 23 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English, French



We will cycle short & long tracks for pleasure. So far we are Mountainbikers only but Tracking bikes are wellcome. We will start with an average of 23km/h but also trend to be faster. We are not always in a hurry and will stop for nice spots and wine. We start as team and we arrive as team. Breaks will be decided on the run.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Dell Technologies


            
                 Colin Herbst

                 Teamnumber 20

            

            
                 1

                 27 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Afrikaans, German, Italian



"Team participation will be strictly by invitation only.

The team supported by DELL Technologies will select Track 1 and may from time to time depending on the route decide to choose Track 2. .

During the ride we plan our stops depending on tourist attractions and good coffee shops. The fundamental purpose of the team is to have fun and do what we enjoy most ...... cycle."





BY INVITATION ONLY

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Greece – Aegean Sea


            
                 Marinos Leroutsos

                 Teamnumber 21

            

            
                 1

                 23 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Greek, English



Small stops and a large one for supper. Disciplined group with specific rules. 



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Caribbean Power


            
                 Sebastian Casallas Pico

                 Teamnumber 22

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Spanish, English



I’m a Colombian triathlete and this will be my first GBI. My main motivation for leading this team is to encourage other South Americans to join and discover the amazing experience with a group you can identify with. It doesn’t mean all of us need to be South Americans! If you’re not but you fancy some Latino vibes you’re most welcome!





During the challenge having fun must be our main goal. We will try and be reasonable with the breaks so we enjoy both the ride and the locations. Although we will try, riding together 100% of the time it’s going to be rather difficult (especially going uphill) so I’ll make sure we have strategic points where we can wait and group up!





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Luzzu Lovers


            
                 John Gabarretta

                 Teamnumber 23

            

            
                 2

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Italian, Maltese



"We're a group of Maltese joining GBI for the first time with the intention of sharing our passion for cycling with like-minded cyclists from all over the world, while promoting a good cause. We'll also be cycling for the beer and coffee - luckily we'll be visiting the lands of both - a fitting reward for the long climbs ahead! I myself have been cycling for just under a year and am looking forward to meet new people from different cultures, sharing experiences and enjoying the beautiful natural landscapes.



Primarily, we'll be taking route 2 to enjoy the more scenic trip, but we might change plan based on how we're feeling later on in the week. Our travelling pace on the flats is intended to be a moderate average of at least 25 km/h with regular stops every hour or so, and a longer stop for a good lunch around halfway there. Everyone should take their time on the hills - we'll regroup at the top.





OPEN TEAM"

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Couch-Cycler 


            
                 Wolfgang Fresser

                 Teamnumber 24

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Couch-Cycler 2


            
                 Werner Geyer

                 Teamnumber 25

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German, English





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM not fast - but not fast tired


            
                 Werner Pieper

                 Teamnumber 26

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: German





            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM #Turkish Delight


            
                 Ilhan Kesken

                 Teamnumber 35

            

            
                 1

                 21 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Turkish



We ride 4 good, at a comfortable pace with feasible amount of breaks.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Classic Weekend


            
                  

                 Teamnumber 36

            

            
                 1

                 21 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Turkish and English



We are a team from Istanbul, riding at a comfortable pace with good amount of breaks in between.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Spain - CervezuelosTeam


            
                 Diego Perona

                 Teamnumber 41

            

            
                 2

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Spanish, English



Join the Spanish fiesta&beer team. Fun is guaranteed.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Spain - Aguacate Team


            
                 Miriam  Escudero 

                 Teamnumber 42

            

            
                 2

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Spanish, English



We are a freaky and crazy team, we want to enjoy not only the route and cycling, but also delicious and typical food, good beer and the great landscape. Enjoy the way, love the ending! 



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Gladiators


            
                 Reynolds Blagogee

                 Teamnumber 46

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English



Welcome to the GLADIATORS ….. Representing Accra Ghana. You are welcome to join us.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Gladiators 2


            
                 Kal Nijjar

                 Teamnumber 47

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English



Open group for all intermediate riders, we will stop as many times as possible if we have to,  we will ride together and finish together. Fire up, ready to go!!!





OPEN TEAM



            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Tour de Friends


            
                 Wise Sitsofe Droefenu

                 Teamnumber 48

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: English



This team is one family, we have a very high team spirit  and we enjoy riding together. We will have a stop on every 20km and will have at least 1 lunch break. 



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Spring


            
                 Moataz BahyEldin

                 Teamnumber 51

            

            
                 1

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Arabic



The team will start cycling everyday at 8:00 Am, we will take 15 minutes break every 30 Km, we will have an hour lunch break in beautiful places and we will reach the camp early so we can enjoy the destination city at night.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM GBI Titans


            
                 Ramy Elkably

                 Teamnumber 52

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English





Cycling within GBI event for few times , I learned that to enjoy cycling within a new team for long distance we need to communicate and align our training together prior the trip . Also we put few rules such as agreeing on moving time every day with small room for tolerence ( no more than 10 minutes :)  . we will have 2-3 short breaks beside the refreshment point and one hour lunch break around 2 PM ..... the rest we agree upon every morning!





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM RUM 01


            
                 Anton Abuzeid

                 Teamnumber 56

            

            
                 1

                 27 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English



This will be my forth participation in GBI Europe, and so excited to ride through such an amazing route from Milan to Munich. Our main aim will be to enjoy the scenery, take few pictures, and sample the local delicacies. We will make 2 scheduled stops per day for refreshments, and 1 longer stop for lunch, and aim to reach camp safely before 6 pm.



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM RUM 02


            
                 Ali Jalal

                 Teamnumber 57

            

            
                 1

                 27 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English



This will be my fourth GBI tour. This year we will be looking to do track 1 mainly and maybe track 2 if the distance is acceptable to the team and the route has really nice places to visit. We will start early leaving maximum 9:00 AM (earlier if the day has long distances or interesting sites), targeting to finish by 6:00-7:00 every day. We will have 2-3 stops during the day of 15 mins and a longer lunch break. We want to focus on having fun and enjoying the beautiful scenery. Of course having good food and drink on the way comes without saying!





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM RUM 03


            
                 Ali Obeidat

                 Teamnumber 58

            

            
                 2

                 27 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English



Ali is the name, cycling is the game. This is my fourth GBI and looking forward to another great cycling experience toped with incredible scenery and delicious food and beverages





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Nader Bikes


            
                 Nader Al-Zakibeh

                 Teamnumber 62

            

            
                 1

                 23 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English



I'm from Jordan and this is my sixth year in GBI. It's my favourite event of the year that I wait for patiently! We ride to promote cycling and enjoy the great roads of Europe. Our average speed is 23-25 km/hr. We will have some breaks on the way, but we aim to reach the camp early to enjoy the rest of the day." 



If you wish to join our team please send an email to Nader.cycle@gmail.com





OPEN TEAM



            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Black Iris


            
                 Mohammad Shahin

                 Teamnumber 63

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, Armenian, English



Living & kicking since GBI Petra-Sharm 2014. Making the most of every moment we capture while riding.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM CANCELLED - Heride


            
                 FATIMAH ALBLOUSHI

                 Teamnumber 70

            

            
                 1

                 0 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                TEAM CANCELLED - DO NOT REGISTER            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Kuwait for a cause 1


            
                 Sara AL Hubail

                 Teamnumber 71

            

            
                 1

                 15 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: English, Arabic



Kuwait For A Cause was established in 2018 to raise awareness and meet human developing index needs specially for those suffering from Crohn's Disease locally and internationally





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM CANCELLED - Kuwait for a cause 2


            
                 Salem AL Hubail

                 Teamnumber 72

            

            
                 1

                 15 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                THIS TEAM IS CANCELLED - DO NOT REGISTER HERE

NO REGISTERED TEAMLEADER



Languages: Arabic, English



Kuwait For A Cause was established in 2018 to raise awareness and meet human developing index needs specially for those suffering from Crohn's Disease locally and internationally





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM CANCELLED - Kuwait for a cause 3


            
                 Abdullah Al Ansari

                 Teamnumber 73

            

            
                 1

                 15 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                THIS TEAM IS CANCELLED - DO NOT REGISTER HERE

NO REGISTERED TEAMLEADER





Languages: English, Arabic



Kuwait For A Cause was established in 2018 to raise awareness and meet human developing index needs specially for those suffering from Crohn's Disease locally and internationally





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM CANCELLED - Kuwait for a cause 4


            
                  

                 Teamnumber 74

            

            
                 1

                 15 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                THIS TEAM IS CANCELLED - DO NOT REGISTER HERE

NO REGISTERED TEAMLEADER



Languages: English, Arabic



Kuwait For A Cause was established in 2018 to raise awareness and meet human developing index needs specially for those suffering from Crohn's Disease locally and internationally





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM UAE - Pedal Warriors


            
                 Shady Eneim

                 Teamnumber 75

            

            
                 1

                 32 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Arabic, English



We ride in the beauty of the arbaian Gulf, although we come from many countries yet we all love our new home  united arab emirates & predominately we are based in Dubai & Abu dhabi. Dubai Summer doesn't stop us we ride as early as 5:30 am to escape the sun in summer, GBI will be nice break from the heat into the beauty of Alps & Bavarian region. 



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Qatar Cyclists A 


            
                 Ali Alkuwari

                 Teamnumber 76

            

            
                 1

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Another year, another great ride! Please join our road-loving team for an amicable ride through the country side :) 

If you are member of Qatar Cyclists Team with average speed between 28 to 35 km/h an hour in Doha, this is the group for you.





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Qatar Cyclists B


            
                 Abdullah AlHammadi

                 Teamnumber 77

            

            
                 1

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Another year, another great ride! Please join our road-loving team for an amicable ride through the country side :) 

If you are member of Qatar Cyclists Team with average speed between 28 to 35 km/h an hour in Doha, this is the group for you.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Qatar Cyclists C


            
                  

                 Teamnumber 78

            

            
                 1

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Another year, another great ride! Please join our road-loving team for an amicable ride through the country side :) 

If you are member of Qatar Cyclists Team with average speed between 28 to 35 km/h an hour in Doha, this is the group for you.





OPEN TEAM



            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Qatar Cyclists D


            
                 abdulla al thani

                 Teamnumber 79

            

            
                 1

                 28 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Another year, another great ride! Please join our road-loving team for an amicable ride through the country side :) 

If you are member of Qatar Cyclists Team with average speed between 28 to 35 km/h an hour in Doha, this is the group for you.





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Saudi Darrajati 1


            
                 MAJED ALHOUTI

                 Teamnumber 81

            

            
                 

                 20 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Arabic



*Synopsis of Saudi Darrajati Group:



Darrajati group is 7 years old, consists of more than 5000 members around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it is a distinguished voluntary group. The group’s activity was not limited to the bike riding only, but it spread to a wider space to include society awareness and voluntary Contributions, participations in purposefully activities and organizing educational campaigns and marathon competitions. The purpose of the initiative is to integrate the voluntary activities with sports in general and spread the culture of bicycles riding in specific, wishing to have better health and environment in our society.



Experienced road bikers only. After Registration, please contact the teamleader Abdullah Al-Wathlan through his email: saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org for the following procedure.

 

Commit to instructions   



To communicate

saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org     

To communicate

snap chat : my_bicycle    

Twitter :DARRAJATI                    

Instagram  :mybicycle"





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM Saudi Darrajati 2


            
                 ABDULLAH ALWATHLAN

                 Teamnumber 82

            

            
                 

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Arabic



*Synopsis of Saudi Darrajati Group:



Darrajati group is 7 years old, consists of more than 5000 members around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it is a distinguished voluntary group. The group’s activity was not limited to the bike riding only, but it spread to a wider space to include society awareness and voluntary Contributions, participations in purposefully activities and organizing educational campaigns and marathon competitions. The purpose of the initiative is to integrate the voluntary activities with sports in general and spread the culture of bicycles riding in specific, wishing to have better health and environment in our society.



Experienced road bikers only. After Registration, please contact the teamleader Abdullah Al-Wathlan through his email: saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org for the following procedure.

 

Commit to instructions   



To communicate

saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org     

To communicate

snap chat : my_bicycle    

Twitter :DARRAJATI                    

Instagram  :mybicycle"





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Saudi Darrajati 3


            
                 mohammed alolayan

                 Teamnumber 83

            

            
                 

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Arabic



*Synopsis of Saudi Darrajati Group:



Darrajati group is 7 years old, consists of more than 5000 members around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it is a distinguished voluntary group. The group’s activity was not limited to the bike riding only, but it spread to a wider space to include society awareness and voluntary Contributions, participations in purposefully activities and organizing educational campaigns and marathon competitions. The purpose of the initiative is to integrate the voluntary activities with sports in general and spread the culture of bicycles riding in specific, wishing to have better health and environment in our society.



Experienced road bikers only. After Registration, please contact the teamleader Abdullah Al-Wathlan through his email: saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org for the following procedure.

 

Commit to instructions   



To communicate

saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org     

To communicate

snap chat : my_bicycle    

Twitter :DARRAJATI                    

Instagram  :mybicycle"





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM Saudi Darrajati 4


            
                 AHMED ALKHUDHAYR

                 Teamnumber 84

            

            
                 

                 30 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Arabic



*Synopsis of Saudi Darrajati Group:



Darrajati group is 7 years old, consists of more than 5000 members around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it is a distinguished voluntary group. The group’s activity was not limited to the bike riding only, but it spread to a wider space to include society awareness and voluntary Contributions, participations in purposefully activities and organizing educational campaigns and marathon competitions. The purpose of the initiative is to integrate the voluntary activities with sports in general and spread the culture of bicycles riding in specific, wishing to have better health and environment in our society.



Experienced road bikers only. After Registration, please contact the teamleader Abdullah Al-Wathlan through his email: saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org for the following procedure.

 

Commit to instructions   



To communicate

saudi_darrajati@gbi-event.org     

To communicate

snap chat : my_bicycle    

Twitter :DARRAJATI                    

Instagram  :mybicycle"





OPEN TEAM

            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM CANCELLED - Sharaye Cyclist Team in Saudi Ara


            
                 Turki Alkarrani

                 Teamnumber 85

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                HIS TEAM IS CANCELLED - DO NOT REGISTER HERE

NO REGISTERED TEAMLEADER





Languages: Arabic



Sharaye Cyclist Team in Saudi Arabia.

Sport, culture & volunteer.



Mission: 

To spread the culture of riding a bicycle, as a sport.

In Makkah "Sharaya district" and neighborhoods nearby, particularly.

Saudi Arabia and worldwide in general.



Founded in 2016.

tel:+966555504306



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM LAND OF THE MORNING CALM - KOREA1


            
                 Yong Kil Kim

                 Teamnumber 90

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Korean, some English, Body language



First time participation in GBI. I have quite some experience with travelling around different countries on a bike. Our team will ride at a slow pace and wait for anyone lagging behind. Our team will start as early as possible in the mornings and we will stop for pictures, snacks and drinks along the way as much as time allows. We will stop at the top of any hills and descend down together. Safely and fun are our priority!



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM LAND OF THE MORNING CALM - KOREA2


            
                 SeHo Pyo

                 Teamnumber 91

            

            
                 1

                 25 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Languages: Korean, minimal English, Body language



First time participation in GBI. I am an amateur Ironman triathlete. Our team will ride at a moderate pace and wait for anyone lagging behind. Our team will start early in the morning and we will stop for pictures, snacks and drinks along the way. We will stop at the top of any hills and descend downhills together. I welcome anyone who wish to ride with us. If you cannot speak Korean, No Problem! We can communicate through body language! 



OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

                

                

                    

        
        
            TEAM LAND OF THE MORNING CALM - KOREA3


            
                 Yun Sun Lee

                 Teamnumber 92

            

            
                 1

                 22 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                Language: Korean



First time participation in GBI. Cycling has been my passion for the past 18 years. We will ride at moderate pace and will stop for signt seeing, coffee and snacks.  





OPEN TEAM            
            
        


    

        

                    

        
        
            TEAM GBI-Orga 2


            
                  

                 Teamnumber 99

            

            
                 1

                 18 km/h

            

            

        



        
            
            
                PLEASE DO NOT REGISTER - only for Organisational means            
            
        


    

    





            
                                    
                    
                        There is no appropriate team for you?                    
                    

                
                
                    Set up your own team and define the team specifics as you like.
                


                                
                    Apply as a teamleader 

                

                
            







    


  


  




  





  
  



  
    Sponsors

  


  

          




  
      A GBI would not be possible without the strong support of our sponsors! A great thank you to those, who make this event happen!
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    Contact us



                
                
                GBI Event GmbH
Aachener Str. 4b
DE-41564 Kaarst
            
                


            

                
                
                info@gbi-event.org
            
                


            

    












    Get to know us



                
                
                GBI in the press
            
                


            

                
                
                connect with us
            
                


            

                
                
                GBI app
            
                


            

    












    About us



                
                
                who we are
            
                


            

                
                
                Subscribe to the GBI newsletter
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